Frequently Asked Questions about
What is a tow-a-bin ™ ?

tow-a-bin ™ is a patent pending bracket for towing trash bins and recycle bins to the street pick-up point.
How easy to use tow-a-bin ™?

tow-a-bin ™ is easy as 1-2-3. Follow the steps below:

Are my bin's contents safe when I tow with tow-a-bin ™?
Yes, tow-a-bin ™ securely holds the bin's lid, so lid won't open. Please do not exceed recommended speed
limit.

Can I tow two or more bins at the same time?

tow-a-bin ™ attaches bins together, so you can tow 2, 3 bins at the same time.
You will need one tow-a-bin ™ for each bin.

I don't have hitch in my vehicle, can I use still tow-a-bin ™?
Yes, you can. tow-a-bin ™ can attach to any car SUV with a trunk or rear door if the follow the below
instructions-supplies are not included in your order. You will need





2 tennis or
baseball balls
3 plastic twist ties
An old sock –
preferably knee
high
Self-stick felt
protection pads for
furniture

Attach the sock and balls like the picture, secure the ball positions with plastic ties. If necessary, use self stick
felt protection between the car and the bracket. Attach the bracket to the garbage bin and pull at the rear of the
car/SUV and drop the loose ball into your trunk or rear door and close the trunk. Be sure the bracket has self
stick felt protection where it touches the car paint.
Use it at your own risk. We cannot accept any responsibility for this solution/suggestion.

Can I take my bin to dumpster with tow-a-bin ™? Or to my brother's house?

tow-a-bin ™ is designed to be used on private driveways, do not use on public roads.
What are the precautions should I take when I am tow-a-bin ™?
Do not exceed 6 MPH. You may slow down on uneven driveways, sharp turns, snowy and icy conditions.
Do not reverse or back-up while tow-a-bin ™ attached to your vehicle.
Never carry pets, animals or live stock in a bin.

